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SUMMARY

The characterization of the chemistry of life on earth has been facil-
itated by developments in analysis and sequencing of bio-oligomers
using tandem mass spectrometry (MS/MS). Bio-oligomers can be
identified with sequence-level resolution in analytes more complex
than any synthetic mixture, enabled by well-established knowledge
of fragmentation properties and extensive MS/MS databases built
up over decades. However, unknown oligomer systems remain diffi-
cult to characterize, as no comparable databases exist, partly
because of the vast chemical diversity and fragmentation pathways.
Here, we present oligomer-soup-sequencing (OLIGOSS), a new
approach to the sequencing of unknown oligomer systems. Using
a novel set of backbone-agnostic abstract properties to define frag-
mentation, OLIGOSS is capable of sequencing any linear oligomer
class amenable to MS/MS, regardless of backbone chemistry. We
validated OLIGOSS by sequencing synthetic peptides, polyesters,
polyimines and depsipeptide oligomers, mapped RNA methylation
sites, and a ribosomally synthesized peptide, thioholgamide,
directly from a cell lysate without purification.

INTRODUCTION

Analytical technologies have enabled the rapid, accurate, and cheap analysis of

biological oligomers and polymers with sequence-level resolution.1 This has revo-

lutionized many fields in biology, chemical biology, and medicine.2 Several of

these technologies, particularly proteomics, rely on mass spectrometry (MS) and

tandem mass spectrometry (MS/MS) to identify specific bio-oligomer sequences.1

Because of the complexity of these analytes, oligomers are usually separated

by liquid chromatography prior to MS/MS (LC-MS/MS).3,4 Knowledge of the MS

ionization and MS/MS fragmentation properties of oligonucleotides and peptides

allows sequencing of these oligomers from very complex, heterogeneous mix-

tures.5 Despite the comparative simplicity of synthetic oligomer mixtures, and

the fact that many synthetic oligomer classes have well-characterized fragmenta-

tion pathways, general tools do not exist for sequencing synthetic oligomer mix-

tures.6 In our work exploring prebiotic chemistry through untargeted chemical

synthesis,7 we realized that even the identification of very simple systems would

be prohibitively challenging. A tool for matching the precision, throughput, and

sequence-level resolution of biological systems for unknown oligomers would

not only be important for prebiotic chemistry but also in exploring new develop-

ments in materials science, polymer and oligomer chemistry, and other fields.8

Examples include the analysis of oligomers synthesized via sequence-controlled

oligomerization, sequencing of oligomeric natural products, and finally the iden-

tification of oligomeric contaminants and degradation products in polymer

materials.
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Despite the potential for oligomeric sequencing, developing new approaches has

been challenging for two key reasons. First, the sequence space is vast because of

the combinatorial nature of possible oligomeric sequences that must be screened.

Sequence space increases dramatically as a function of oligomer length and number

of unique monomers (Equation 1). Hence it is challenging to extensively survey the

full range of possible products in synthetic oligomer mixtures.

N = ð1 + nÞ
XL

i = 1

mi; (Equation 1)

where N is the total number of unique sequences, n is the number of potential ter-

minal modifications, L is the maximum sequence length, and m is the number of

unique monomers.

A more fundamental conceptual problem is the diversity of chemistries and frag-

mentation pathways in unknown oligomers.9 For peptides and nucleotides, exten-

sive databases exist for matching spectra to unknown target sequences. Biological

sequencing tools are therefore limited to the two classes of bio-oligomers for which

these data exist: peptides and oligonucleotides.10,11 Biological sequencing tools

can also leverage knowledge of peptide and oligonucleotideMS/MS fragmentation.

Non-canonical backbones, even those that are similar to peptides and found

commonly in natural products, such as depsipeptides, are outside the scope of these

tools.12 Several tools exist for sequencing synthetic oligomers, using rules that are

specific to a single class of oligomers.13–16 However, ideally oligomeric sequencing

must not be limited in scope to a specific subset of oligomers. Instead, it should be

amenable to sequencing as wide a variety of oligomer classes as possible, regard-

less of their specific backbone or sidechain chemistries.

A generalized OLIGOSS concept is shown in Figure 1: the user provides mass spec-

trometry data (in .mzML or .json format) and the constraints of the oligomer space to

be screened as an input file in the .json format. This file contains information unique

to the sequencing experiment, such as monomer identity, backbone chemistry,

possible fragmentation series, and parameters for pre-filtering spectra. Pre-filtering

parameters are determined by knowledge of instrument conditions (such as ex-

pected signal intensities). An instrument configuration file is used to store and vali-

date instrument-based parameters and restrictions (Supplemental experimental

procedures S4; Figure S12). A comprehensive description of all input parameters

can be found in Supplemental experimental procedures S5 and Figures S13 and

S14. An oligomer configuration file is then selected on the basis of the specified

backbone chemistry, and these abstract properties, written using OLIG formalisms,

are used to create subsequent silico dictionaries. For guidance on how to construct

a polymer configuration file, see Supplemental experimental procedures S3 and

Figures S2–S11. To overcome the performance limitations associated with a full

exhaustive search of the sequence space, OLIGOSS first pre-filters spectra on the

basis of user-defined thresholds and performs a compositional search. For compo-

sitions that have been matched to MS1 peaks, all possible isomeric sequences and

their corresponding silico dictionaries containing all possible theoretical MS2 peaks

are generated. OLIGOSS then searches for these theoretical peaks in MS2 spectra

with matching parent ions for a given sequence. Each sequence is then assigned a

confidence score, a percentage-based metric that can be summarized to be the

number of fragments confirmed compared with all theoretical fragments. Full de-

tails of the confidence calculations can be found in Supplemental experimental pro-

cedures S5.6.
2 Cell Reports Physical Science 2, 100685, December 22, 2021



Figure 1. Standard OLIGOSS sequencing workflow

Standard OLIGOSS sequencing workflow for identifying sequences in synthetic oligomer mixtures.
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Rather than hard-code rules for each individual fragment for each of these oligomer

classes, OLIGOSS uses a set of abstract properties that have been designed to

represent all possible oligomer fragmentation events, regardless of specific back-

bone chemistries. These abstract properties are represented in a set of formalisms

known as OLIG, a new and very simple set of principles for defining oligomer MS/

MS. We propose that any linear oligomer amenable to ionization and fragmentation

via MS/MS will be amenable to sequencing using these OLIG formalisms. Standard

MS/MS fragment nomenclatures have been proposed for synthetic oligomers,9 anal-

ogous to standards that are well established for peptides5,17,18 and other bio-olig-

omers.19,20 However, to our knowledge, a set of generalized principles to describe

and translate the pathways that produce these fragments into a universal framework

for defining oligomer fragmentation has never been produced before. OLIGOSS

achieves this by using the set of abstract properties that make up OLIG. Despite

the variation in fragmentation mechanisms for synthetic oligomers, OLIGOSS

translates MS/MS fragmentation pathways into a set of universal, abstract OLIG

properties. These properties can then be used to predict and screen for fragments

matching specific sequences in LC-MS/MS data.

There are often several fragmentation pathways for a single oligomer class,9 and

each of these can produce qualitatively different fragments; the relative predomi-

nance of each pathway will vary depending on instrumental conditions. OLIG can

be used to define individual fragmentation pathways, and several of these translated
Cell Reports Physical Science 2, 100685, December 22, 2021 3



Figure 2. Example experimental workflow

Example experimental workflow before OLIGOSS analysis and reaction systems previously sequenced by OLIGOSS.
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pathways can then be combined to screen for sequences of the target oligomer

class, with the flexibility to choose which will predominate for the specific instru-

mental conditions (e.g., fragmentation method). These OLIG properties define the

positions along an oligomer backbone at which specific fragments may occur, as

well as predicting the exact mass-to-charge ratio (m/z) for all MS2 ions correspond-

ing to the fragment and potential interactions with other ions present in the analyte.

For a full list of abstract properties, see Supplemental experimental procedures S1

and S2, Figure S1, and Tables S1 and S2, which can be considered a novel yet simple

framework for describing oligomer fragmentation via MS/MS.

To test the universality of OLIGOSS, several model oligomer systems were used to

validate it as a sequencing tool for both single standards and mixtures: peptides,

depsipeptides, polyesters, acylated peptides, polyimines, and RNA (Figure 2).

The variation in backbone chemistries is beyond the capabilities of any existing bio-

logical omics tool or other sequencing software.6
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Sequencing of peptide standards

First, to benchmark OLIGOSS’s sequencing abilities, and its deployment of abstract

OLIG properties in representing well-known fragmentation mechanisms, peptide

standards were analyzed in blind sequencing runs, with the only input to OLIGOSS

being potential constituent monomers and length of target sequences. Typical

backbone fragmentation as well as sidechain-specific fragmentation events were

successfully translated into OLIG configuration files. Eight peptide standards with

proteinogenic monomers (ASGNQ, FSGNQ, GSGNQ, ASGNQSGV, FSGNQSGV,

GSGNQVGS, FSGNQSGVSA, and FSGNQVGSAS) as well as three with non-protei-

nogenic monomers (cvevvveG, GevcvvvG, and vvecveeG) were synthesized,
4 Cell Reports Physical Science 2, 100685, December 22, 2021



Figure 3. Annotated MS2 spectrum and benchmarking

(A–D) Annotated MS2 spectrum for FSGNQVGS (A) and OLIGOSS benchmarking on peptide standards (B–D). Data in (B), (C), and (D) represent the

mean of five measurements G 1 SD.
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analyzed using electrospray ionization with MS2 fragmentation via higher energy

C-trap dissociation (ESI-HCD MS/MS), and then subjected to blind OLIGOSS

sequencing runs (see Supplemental experimental procedures S6, Figure S15, and

Table S3 for the non-proteinogenic standards data). This gave a total sequence

space to screen for standards of up to 2.82 3 108 unique sequences (Equation 1).

Proteinogenic standards were chosen because of their neutral loss-prone side-

chains, thus increasing the average number of unique MS1 precursor and MS2 prod-

uct ions to be screened for each run.21 Neutral losses were predominant in MS2

product ion spectra for these standards (see Figure 3A for an example spectrum).

Sequence assignments, covering the entirety of isomeric and non-isomeric

sequence space, were ranked by confidence score (see Supplemental experimental

procedures S5.6 for confidence scoring calculation). False positive rates (FPRs) were

defined as the percentage sequence hits that were not the correct sequence with a

confidence score equal to or greater than the correct sequence. Despite variations in

the absolute confidence scores of the various standards, FPRs were low for pentame-

ric standards (Figure 3B). For octameric sequences ASGNQSGV, FSGNQSGV, and

GSGNQSGV, the sequence space covered in the blind runs was equal to 10,080

isomeric and 1.67 3 106 non-isomeric sequences. Isomeric FPRs were less than

10% for all octameric standards. Very few non-isomeric false assignments were

made for the octamers, never exceeding an FPR of 0.1% (Figure 3C). For decameric

standards FSGNQSGVSA and FSGNQVGSAS, the total sequence space screened
Cell Reports Physical Science 2, 100685, December 22, 2021 5
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was 279,138 isomeric and 2.82 3 108 non-isomeric sequences (Figure 3D). FPRs for

non-isomeric sequences were similar to the octameric standards, not exceeding

0.1% for non-isomeric sequences (Figure 3C).

Isomeric sequence FPRs for the decameric standards were comparable with the pen-

tameric standards (Figure 3B), ranging from 2.23% to 15.84% for FSGNQSGVSA and

FSGNQVGSAS, respectively. The comparably high isomeric FPR for the decameric

standards is likely due to gaps in fragment series observed in raw MS2 spectra (Fig-

ure 3A), which is not atypical for longer oligomers.9 To demonstrate that OLIGOSS

can handle multiple MS2 fragmentation methods, two peptides fragmented via

electron-transfer dissociation (ETD) were also successfully sequenced with similar

FPRs to peptides fragmented via HCD (see Supplemental experimental procedures

S6). At the time of writing, this decameric sequence space is the largest tackled by

OLIGOSS. For the blind runs, there were 282 million sequences possible, and for

the five MS data files screened (several gigabytes of data), the total run time was

about 20 h, with negligible memory use. For more complex samples, run time would

scale according to the number of monomers present, the number of spectra to

screen, and how many MS1 hits are identified. OLIGOSS allows the user to control

the number of processor cores used as well as the maximum memory use. These pa-

rameters can also be used to decrease run time.

Sequencing of depsipeptide mixtures

OLIGOSS was designed for de novo sequencing of complex, polydisperse oligomer

mixtures, particularly those that cannot be sequenced using current targeted ap-

proaches. Therefore, to develop and validate this new tool, product mixtures con-

taining a diversity of species and possible fragmentation pathways were required.

Four model systems of oligomer mixtures were used: depsipeptides, N-terminally

acylated peptides, polyesters, and polyimines. Depsipeptides are peptidic oligo-

mers with a mixture of amide and ester backbone linkages. Despite having similar

MS/MS fragmentation pathways to pure peptides, and their occurrence in many

well-characterized natural products, current proteomics software tools are unable

to sequence depsipeptides.12,22 Using simple wet-dry cycles of amino acid and a-hy-

droxy acid monomers, polydisperse depsipeptide mixtures can be produced with

high yield.12,23 Thus, they make for an ideal candidate for testing and validating OLI-

GOSS’s sequencing capabilities.

Five sets of depsipeptide products, each produced via wet-dry cycling of three amino

acids and the a-hydroxy acid glycolic acid, were analyzed using LC-MS/MS and

sequenced using OLIGOSS. Because of the combinatorial nature of sequence space

in these reactions (Equation 1), diverse oligomer sequences of various lengths were pro-

duced. OLIGOSS was able to successfully survey this sequence space for all reactions

tested, determining the proportion of ester linkages and proportion of total sequence

space represented (Figure 4) in each product mixture as a function of oligomer length.

An overall trend was observed for increased ester enrichment and decreased represen-

tation of sequence space with increasing oligomer unit length. Successful analysis of

depsipeptide mixtures demonstrates the ability of OLIGOSS to sequence and charac-

terize anoligomer classwith complex fragmentation pathways and heterogeneous back-

bone linkages that are outside the scope of existing omics software. Depsipeptides

represent a well-known class of natural products.24

RNA methylation site mapping and natural product identification

Another biological use case for OLIGOSS is the mapping of RNA methylation sites,

which are of direct relevance to epigenetics and disease and are difficult to detect
6 Cell Reports Physical Science 2, 100685, December 22, 2021



Figure 4. Sequence diversity

Sequence diversity of depsipeptide mixtures surveyed by OLIGOSS.
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using standard next-generation RNA sequencing methods. To this end, two RNA

standards with one methylated monomer each were sequenced in blind runs in

the samemanner as the peptide standards (Figure 5). OLIGOSS was able to success-

fully map the methylation sites in standards AUGmCU (Figure 5B) and AAAGmCUG

(Figure 5C), with the correct methylation sites being assigned the highest confidence

score in each of the blind runs. Unmethylated RNA standard AUGCUGG was also

successfully sequenced in a blind run, with mean isomeric and non-isomeric FPRs

of 26.2% and 1.67%, respectively.

Finally, we decided to see if OLIGOSS could help sequence an example of a thiohol-

gamide in a whole-cell lysate. Thioholgamides are ribosomally synthesized and

post-translationally modified peptides (RiPPs) and belong to the thioamitide fam-

ily.25 They are potent cytotoxins that display anti-proliferative activity against a

range of cancer cell lines and were originally isolated from Streptomyces malay-

siense MUSC 136 (DSM 100712). Targeted knockout studies of the biosynthetic

gene cluster led to the production of a new thioholgamide derivative lacking the

b-hydroxy group on the N1, N3-dimethylhistidinium moiety found in these com-

pounds.26 To test the ability of OLIGOSS to assign the correct sequence to this class

of natural products, a cell extract containing a thioholgamide with four unique

monomers was successfully sequenced using OLIGOSS (see Figure 5D). Of 180 po-

tential isomers, 3 (including the correct sequence) were assigned with 100% confi-

dence, giving an isomeric FPR of 1.67%. An isomeric FPR of 5.0% was also obtained

for the hydroxylated form of this thioholgamide, detected in the same cell lysate (see

Supplemental experimental procedures S9; Figures S24 and S25).

OLIGOSS is the first tool for automated, de novo oligomer sequencing from tandem

mass spectrometry data with the ability to sequence oligomers regardless of back-

bone chemistries. We have demonstrated the ability of OLIGOSS to sequence

four oligomer classes of direct biological relevance: peptides, depsipeptides, meth-

ylated RNA, and a thioholgamide in cell extract, the latter three of which current bio-

logical omics tools are unable to sequence reliably. In addition, OLIGOSS has also

been tested on mixtures of polyimines and polyesters (see Supplemental experi-

mental procedures S7; Figure S16). Unlike other tools that are bespoke for a single
Cell Reports Physical Science 2, 100685, December 22, 2021 7



Figure 5. Mapping methylation sites and spectral assignments

(A–D) Mapping methylation sites for 20-o-methylated RNA standards (A–C) and manual spectrum assignments versus OLIGOSS sequencing for

thioholgamide sequence vmAaaA (D). Data in (B) and (C) represent the mean of five measurements G 1 SD.
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oligomer class,12,27 or are unable to perform sequencing,7,28 OLIGOSS has the po-

tential for expansion to any set of oligomers that are amenable to analysis via MS/

MS. All the code used here will be made available for use and editing subject to a

GNU General Public License version 3 (GPLv3) license, in the hope that others

may benefit from OLIGOSS and use it to sequence even more classes of oligomers

that are still beyond the reach of omics software. Given the increased utility of mass

spectrometry in the analysis of oligomers and polymers, this tool has the potential to

greatly expand the capabilities of researchers in oligomer and polymer chemistry

and related fields. The ability to screen large sequence spaces, combined with the

flexibility to handle a diverse range of backbone chemistries, will enable researchers

to perform truly omics-level characterization and sequencing of non-biological olig-

omers and polymers for the first time. The ‘‘omics’’ revolution has led to many great

advancements in biology and medicine, thanks in no small part to software tools for

automated sequencing of biological oligomers fromMS/MS data. OLIGOSS aims to

be a first step toward of the exploration of oligomeromics.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Resource availability

Lead contact

Further information and requests for resources should be directed to and will be ful-

filled by the lead contact, Leroy Cronin (lee.cronin@glasgow.ac.uk).

Materials availability

Suppliers for chemicals used in our experiments are detailed alongside the reagent

in the corresponding experimental sections below.

Data and code availability

OLIGOSS source code can be viewed on GitHub (https://github.com/croningp/

oligoss). A copy of a test dataset and a configuration file along with a very basic tuto-

rial can be found at https://zenodo.org/record/4252732#.YZxOtdDMJhE.
Software and data analysis

OLIGOSS was written in Python 3.8.7. A description of the OLIGOSS package struc-

ture is detailed in Supplemental experimental procedures S8 and Figures S17–S23.

All figures fromOLIGOSS sequencing output were generated using Python package

Seaborn 0.11.0 and OriginPro 2016.
Depsipeptide model reactions

To produce a model system of N-terminally acylated and non-acylated (depsi)pep-

tide mixtures (Scheme S1), a-amino acid and a-hydroxy acid monomers were subject

to thermal dehydration using methods similar to those described previously in the

literature (12, 23). Depsipeptide starting mixtures were made up with 0.1 M amino

acid and 0.1 M glycolic acid (Sigma; CAS: 79-14-1) in high-performance liquid chro-

matography (HPLC)-grade H2O and adjusted to desired pH using 2M H3PO4 or 2M

NaOH. Immediately prior to heating at 95�C for 15 h in open-cap glass vials, 10 mL

pH-adjusted monomer stock was added to 0.33 mL oleic acid (Sigma; CAS: 112-80-

1), 0.256 g palmitic acid (TCI; CAS: 112-80-1), or 0.33 mL HPLC-grade H2O for

oleated, palmitated, and fatty acid-free reactions, respectively. Upon dehydration

after heating at 95�C for 15 h, samples were redissolved in 10 mL HPLC-grade

H2O. Redissolved products were then sonicated at 45�C forR15 min. After sonicat-

ion, 1.2 mL aliquots were harvested and centrifuged at 10,000 rpm for 30 min, and

the aqueous was layer harvested. The harvested aqueous layer was then diluted 1:10
Cell Reports Physical Science 2, 100685, December 22, 2021 9
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in MS-grade H2O and filtered into a glass HPLC vial through a 0.22 mm nylon syringe

filter.

Polyimine model reactions

To produce a model system of alternating co-polymers, Schiff base polymers (poly-

imines) were synthesized via uncontrolled oligomerization of diamine and dialde-

hyde monomers. Monomer stocks were made up to 0.1 M in appropriate solvent.

Two milliliters of each monomer stock (one diamine and one dialdehyde per reac-

tion) was added to a 10 mL glass vial. HPLC-grade MeCN (6 mL) was then added

to the vial to give a total reaction volume of 10 mL and starting material concentra-

tion of 0.02 M for each diamine and dialdehyde. Mixtures were then stirred at

200 rpm and continuously heated at 70�C for 30 min. Products were then cooled

to 4�C prior to 50% dilution in a 1:1 MeCN:MeOHmixture (MS grade, +0.01% formic

acid). Diluted products were filtered through 0.22 mM nylon syringe membrane

before analysis via the Orbitrap Lumos Tribrid mass spectrometer.

Mass spectrometry data acquisition

Unless specified otherwise, all measurements acquired using the Orbitrap Lumos

Tribrid mass spectrometer were carried out in positive mode using DDA to select

the most intense ions for tandem mass spectrometry via HCD. To ensure sufficient

acquisition of low-abundance products, a 1 min dynamic exclusion window was

applied with width of 5 ppm.

Solid-phase peptide synthesis

All peptide standards except FSGNQSGV, FSGNQSGVSA, and FSGNQVGSAS were

synthesized using the Biotage Syro II automated peptide synthesizer fitted with two

48-reactor blocks. For synthesis of aforementioned ‘‘FSGNQ’’ peptides, see Supple-

mental experimental procedures S11.4.

All Fmoc-protected amino acids and Fmoc-protected Wang resins were purchased

and used without further purification from NovaBioChem and Sigma-Aldrich. All sol-

vents and reagents were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. Two milliliter reactor vials

(RVs) with frit filters were purchased from Biotage. Each 2 mL reactor vial was loaded

with the desired Fmoc-protected Wang resin (0.25 mmol). Each synthesis was

repeated in multiple vials across the reactor block to afford a suitable yield. The

peptide synthesis proceeded in four stages: swelling, deprotection, coupling, and

washing.

Ultrapure DMF (500 mL) was added, and each RV was shaken for 1 h at room temper-

ature. Following the resin swelling, the RVs were drained for 60 s using vacuum.

The deprotection was performed in two stages. Piperidine solution (500 mL, 20% v/v

in DMF) was added, and the RV was shaken at room temperature for 3 min. After this

first deprotection reaction, the RV was drained, and 500 mL fresh piperidine solution

was dispensed into the RV. The second deprotection reaction lasted for 10min, after

which the RV was drained. Ultrapure DMF (500 mL) was added to the RV and shaken

for 60 s, followed by a 60 s drain. The RV was washed this way a further four times.

Double coupling was carried out for each amino acid addition. The required amino

acid solution (4.0 eq, 0.5 M in DMF) was dispensed into the RV followed by hydrox-

ybenzotriazole (HOBt, 4 eq, 0.5 M in DMF) and N,N0-diisopropylcarbodiimide (DIC,

4 eq, 3 M in DMF). The RV was shaken at room temperature for 1 h. The reagents

were then drained, and the resin was washed with Ultrapure DMF (500 mL) as
10 Cell Reports Physical Science 2, 100685, December 22, 2021
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previously described. Cycles of deprotection and coupling were repeated with

different amino acids until the peptide was of desired composition.

After a final deprotection of the N-terminal amino acid, the resin-bound peptide was

washed five times with Ultrapure DMF, as previously described. Following DMF

washing, the peptides were further washed with DCM (500 mL) for 60 s while shaking.

The reactor blocks were removed from the Syro II and placed into a fume hood, and

all subsequent operations were carried out manually. Two milliliters cleavage cock-

tail (96% trifluoroacetic acid, 2% triisopropyl silane, 2% H2O) was added to each RV

and left to shake for approximately 3 h at room temperature. Following this, the

cleaved solution was drained into a 15 mL centrifuge tube. Cold diethyl ether

(10 mL) was added to the filtrate, and the solution was left to precipitate at �20�C
overnight. The resulting solid was washed under centrifugation (4.5 min,

4,000 rpm) three times with 15 mL of cold ether. The ether from the final wash was

discarded, and the remaining solid was left to dry in a desiccator for at least 15 h.

RNA standards

Lyophilized RNA standards were purchased from Integrated DNA Technologies

(Coralville, IA). Standards were dissolved in 80/20 v/v mass spectrometry-grade wa-

ter and acetonitrile prior to analysis. Samples were infused directly into a heated ESI

source (Thermo Fisher Scientific) with a�3.3 kV voltage applied. Fragmentation was

carried out using HCD at a fixed energy of 35%.

Thioholgamide synthesis

The thioholgamide was produced by S. lividans YA8 from a heterologously ex-

pressed thioholgamide biosynthetic gene cluster26,27. The main thioholgamide spe-

cies was thioholgamide A (m/z 1305), and the crude extract was used for sequencing.

Mass spectrometry data acquisition

All mass spectrometry methods for acquisition and data handling are detailed in

Supplemental experimental procedures S10, Scheme S1, and Table S4.

SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION

Supplemental information can be found online at https://doi.org/10.1016/j.xcrp.

2021.100685.
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